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This After Effects tutorial shows us how to create a few different types of animated circle bursts using shape
layers and smoothed-out keyframes. Connect the Dots One of the most popular plugins to be released in the
past few years is the Plexus plugin. This document is px by px, dpi, RGB but feel free to use any settings you
need for your project. You can add a Clipping Mask in several ways. Use 3D layers instead. Animated Circle
Bursts One of the easiest ways to hide a difficult keyframe point is to add a simple circle burst to it. When
updating projects or creating new projects, you should use alternative effects and techniques rather than effects
in the Obsolete category. Motion Graphic Tutorials for After Effects With amazing 2D capabilities and
customizable keyframe control, After Effects is the perfect software for creating amazing motion graphics. In
this step, we will add a Clipping Mask by selecting the layer, and then clicking the fly out menu in the Layers
Panel, as shown. Step 2 Once you have printed your artwork, lay a second piece of paper on top of it and trace
the artwork using a pencil. Start by creating a new document in Photoshop. Convert a text layer to one or more
editable masks on a solid-color layer by using the Create Masks From Text command. Stripe Transitions
Trying to figure out how to transition between two shots is one of the most difficult things to do in motion
design. Below are the settings used for coloring the chalk blue, as shown. Animating Follow Through In real
life, when you come to a stop, part of your body still tries to move forward. Wave Patterns in After Effects
With the ability to literally hold hundreds of layers in a single composition, After Effects is perfect for
creating patterns and fractals. Basic 3D effect. To do this, make a new layer above your chalkboard
background. Buy, try or upgrade after effects CC now! Effects in the Obsolete category are retained for
compatibility with projects created with previous versions of After Effects. In physic, this is called inertia.
This technique will lead to a more realistic scene that is more visually captivating. See Copy a path from
Illustrator, Photoshop, or Fireworks. Step 3 Once you have traced your logo, scan it in to Photoshop. Use the
chalkboard texture as your background layer. You might want to also experiment with other types of media, as
well. Use a regular mechanical pencil for this step. But how does one go about creating animated circle bursts
in After Effects? At this point the background of the sketch logo image is showing. Animating Squash and
Stretch When it comes to animating, the most important principle to adhere to is squash and stretch. In
animation, this is known as follow through. Split-Screen Reveal The advanced masking features in After
Effects make it super-helpful for creating split-screen projects. Book Launch: Atomic Habits Trace as
accurately as possible but make sure it looks as sketchy as you want it to look see below. In that layer, simply
use a soft brush and paint a dark gray around the edges as seen below. Advanced Spin FX Sometimes the
littlest of details can make all of the difference when doing motion design. On the surface, this tutorial is just a
fun way to animate 2D shape layers. Hipster Badges There is no program in the world more equipped for
creating hipster badges than After Effects.


